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“...Look at the birds of the air: they neither sow nor reap nor gather into 

barns, and yet your heavenly Father feeds them..” matthew 6:26

This presenTATion by popular

speaker Dr. Tom Kindell* exam-

ines numerous design features of

birds that utterly defy explanation

in terms of the Darwinian mecha-

nism of random mutations cou-

pled with natural selection. In

particular, irreducibly complex design features will

be examined in the amniotic egg, the feather, the

unique bird type of lung and the

unique design requirements found

only in woodpeckers.

migration and navigation capabili-

ties of birds will be examined in

detail. It will become obvious that

human GPS systems cannot match 

the biological “GPS systems” that

birds have been using for thousands

of years. It will be shown that birds

are far more complex and reliable

than any man-made aircraft even in the 21st centu-

ry. In fact, it will be demonstrated that the naviga-

tional and flight endurance capabilities of small

birds cannot be matched by any like sized micro-

aerial vehicles of human design.

Jesus told us to “consider the birds.” By doing

so, we gain a wonderful appreciation of the Divine

Genius who created them.

This monTh’s DsA meeTing will be held on

Saturday, October 18, 2014, from 9 to 11:30Am,

at Greater Portland Bible Church. Join us as we

consider the fascinating world of birds! 

*Dr. Thomas Kindell was

once an ardent believer in

the “fact” of evolution.

However, through his expo-

sure to the scientific case

for creation, he became a

zealous creationist. He has

received advanced training

in scientific creationism

through the Graduate

School of the Institute for Creation Research in Santee,

California. He also received his M.A. in Biblical Studies from

California Graduate School of Theology, and holds a Doctorate

in Philosophy of Theology.

Dr. Thomas Kindell

Design in Biology: a Study of the Bird
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Steve Hayley presented Debby Lyttle 

a recognition plague at our July 2014

DSA meeting, in appreciation for her

many years as DSA’s webmaster. She

brought DSA into the computer age by

setting up our first website and even

when in Guatemala for many years she

continued to serve in that capacity. 

Debby’s new adventure will be in

Beijing, China teaching in an interna-

tional school for the coming year.

You’ll find educational materials for all levels of interest,
for sale with pre-priced discounts—only at the “famous”
DSA Booktable!

Discover.... Creation
Books & DVDs

DSA

Gift Envelope

Enclosed

As a reminder, DSA is recognized as a

501(c)(3) tax exempt organization and will

be issuing (end of the year) tax deductable

receipts for donations. We have enclosed a

return envelope—thank you for donations.

DSA Thanks Debby Lyttle in July
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From satellite images, researchers have concluded that

the Jakobshavn Isbræ glacier in Greenland has set a

new speed record for glacial flow.1 The ice stream’s

calculated average speed for summer 2012 was 46

meters per day—more than 6 feet per hour. While that

may not sound very fast, it is the fastest recorded

speed for any Antarctica or Greenland ice stream.

This news should interest Christians because rapid

glacial flow helps to answer secular claims that certain

geological features prove that many “Pleistocene” ice

ages occurred over millions of years in Earth’s history.

Glaciers carve and grind rock and leave behind unsort-

ed sediments called glacial drift after they melt. The

presence of glacial drift in locations that are presently

unglaciated is an argument for a past ice age, although

other diagnostic features are needed to be certain

since underwater landslides can sometimes mimic these

features.2

Secular scientists now believe more than 50 ice ages

(or glacial intervals) occurred during the last 2.6 mil-

lion years.3 Although the geological evidence for a sin-

gle ice age is very strong, the supposed evidence for

multiple ice ages is actually quite weak. The main argu-

ment for these supposed multiple ice ages comes from

the belief that subtle changes within the chemistry of

tiny shells in the seafloor sediments—i.e., changes in

the oxygen isotope ratio, the amount of one variety of

oxygen atom compared to another variety within the

shell—represent changes in climate that have

occurred over hundreds of thousands of years.

However, there are serious difficulties with attempting

to infer past climates from the chemistry of seafloor

sediments. One obvious problem is that the equation

that converts the measured oxygen isotope ratio within

a shell into a temperature has a second unknown: the

oxygen isotope ratio of the seawater at the time the

shell was being formed.4 Of course, there is no way that

one can travel back in time to actually measure this

quantity. Many other serious problems with this tech-

nique could be cited.5

Secular scientists acknowledge that physical glacial evi-

dence for these supposed earlier ice ages is generally

absent, and they attribute this absence to destruction

by subsequent glaciers.6

Furthermore, secular explanations for how these multi-

ple ice ages were generated (even the currently popu-

lar astronomical or Milankovitch theory) are simply

inadequate.7 However, conditions after the Genesis

Flood would have been very conducive to an ice age.8

Despite the general absence of evidence for multiple ice

ages, there are locations where glacial deposits are

separated by deposits that are apparently not of direct

glacial origin. Hence, secular scientists argue that

glacial drift was deposited during an ice age, a large

amount of time passed during which non-glacial sedi-

ments were deposited, and then another ice age

occurred. However, these multiple-till layers can actually

be the result of glacial

advances and retreats within

a single ice age, as even

secular geologists have

acknowledged.9

Conditions during the post-

Flood Ice Age would have

been especially conducive to

rapid glacial movement at

the edges of the vast ice

sheets. Winters would have been mild for much of the

Ice Age, and these mild temperatures would have

caused the ice to be relatively warm at the peripheries.

Because warm ice deforms more easily than colder ice,

the edges of the ice sheets would have been more likely

to slip. Likewise, impurities within ice also make defor-

mation more likely, and these impurities would have

been provided in large amounts by residual post-Flood

volcanic activity. Also, as in the case of the Jakobshavn

Isbræ glacier, meltwater from the surface would have

lubricated the bedrock-ice interface, making movement

more likely. These factors would have favored rapid

oscillations of the ice sheet edges, which in turn would

have helped to produce the deposits that secular scien-

tists erroneously interpret as evidence of multiple ice

ages.10

Hence, today’s rapidly surging glaciers are a subtle

reminder of the Ice Age and the event that caused it,

God’s judgment of the world by a global flood in the

days of Noah. They also chip away at secular science’s

assertion of multiple ice ages over millions of years.
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* Dr. Hebert is Research Associate at the Institute for

Creation Research and received his Ph.D. in Physics

from the University of Texas at Dallas.

Article posted on February 19, 2014.

Speedy Glaciers Trample Multiple Ice-Age Theories by Jake Hebert, Ph.D.*


